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Revitalizing Rural Villages with Fictive Facts and Future Realities

Annie Pedret

In spite of the prominent role that farmers and agriculture had in defining 
the nationalist discourse of Korea, agricultural production and the quality of 
rural life has steadily deteriorated since the end of the 19 century. The rural 
population has declined steadily from 95.2% (1925) to 8.9% (2017-2018), with 
the exception of a recent increase to 11.2% (2019-2020). Koreans working 
in agriculture and livestock declined from 49.5% (1970) to 6.4% (2011), and 
only 16.9% (2018) of the land is dedicated to agriculture or grazing. The share 
of agriculture of Korea's GDP has also decreased from 25.5% (1970) to 1.6% 
(2019) (Kwon, 1974; Park A., 2013; World Bank, 20210, 2021b). The voiding 
of rural regions is exacerbated by the demographic trend in which 16 of 37 
regions were predicted to become super-aged societies by 2020 (Kim et 
al, 2020). On average each farming household is 27.2 million krw ($23,200) 
in debt with no prospect of repaying the debt with income from off-farm 
jobs. or educational opportunities further widening the economic and social 
gaps between cities and villages. These statistics are the outcome of the 
modernization of Korea in which global economics and government policies 
privileged urbanization and heavy industry over the rural and agriculture 
in what is currently a high technology-based neoliberal economic system 
characterized by division and inequality.

The trend of increased ruralization reflects the disillusionment with 
the failed myth of modernization that sacrifices made in the name of 
modernization would bring future prosperity. This is reflected in a desire by 
a growing number of Koreans to abandon the high cost and stress of urban 
life in South Korea accompanied by a nostalgia or myth of the possibility of 
a "simpler" life in rural and agricultural areas.
At the same time, there is a desire for a more communal social life as an 
increasing number of people are experiencing loneliness, isolation and 
disconnection from modern society. Koreans are increasingly thinking 
about how to build an alternative form of rural-based life and are looking 
for ways to build environmentally and socially sustainable forms of living, 
work, recreation and transportation (Park A et al., 2021b). The search for 
alternatives t o the country's history o f global economics, government 

policies, and demographic trends that have left rural life in Korea in a 
socially and physically weakened state is also part o f the history of 
modernization. A fresh reading o f Korea's modern history reveals, "layers 
of tension in modern Korean history between norms and counter-norms 
and authority and counter-authority and how these forms o f tension have 
given way t o fresh opportunities for protest and creation" and a "history 
has been pregnant with openings for humans and non-humans to build new 
pathways for social and ecological renewal, regardless o f the power o f 
hegemonic, top-down forces that try to control the direction o f human and 
non-human worlds" (Park A., 2027b). Unveiled in this history of resistance 
to Korea's modernization ore the conditions and impetus for building on 
ecological order for social and physical renewal through a participatory 
process based on core values o f diversity and reciprocity and strategies o f 
decentralization and rural, agricultural and cultural development. 

The questions raised by the problem o f the rural ore numerous. How 
can w e further strengthen the current migration of urban dwellers to rural 
villages in South Korea? How can ruralization help to revive the life and 
prospects o f the aging villages and slow their population extinction? What 
kind o f community could emerge from bringing city to a village? What 
can be learned from the changing concepts and practices of community 
through Korean history? Can the restoration o f vibrant and sustainable 
village life lead us to greater biospherical egalitarianism? (Park, A. et al., 
2021b). These questions open up opportunities for imagining the migration 
of cultural capitol from the city to the village to create an alternative 
culture that overlaps the amenities and desirable features o f cities and 
villages developed by engaging rural inhabitants and urban migrants in a 
participatory process that could lead to the social and spatial renewal of a 
village (Park, K., 2027b). These questions point to the opportunity of building 
a community o f sustainable and equitable relationships between humans 
and other life forms, imagining alternative forms o f collective life, and new 
kinds o f institutions that support individual and communal self-sufficiency 
(Park, A. et al., 2021b). 

City in a Village, or CiViChon which stands for City+Village+Chon 
[village] (Park K., 2021b). It is a thought experiment in the form of a 
speculative future that responds to the failed promises and crises of 
modernity organized around individualism, urbanization and industrialization 
at the expense of community, rural living and agriculture (Park, A, 2021b). 
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CiViChon is a response to the question: How can we bring the city and 
the village together to create a meaningful, and socially and physically 
sustainable village? (Park, K., 2021b). The concept of CiViChon points to the 
need to shift egocentric and ethnocentric worldviews, and individualistic 
and nationalistic sociocentric discourses that value technology, markets 
and rational objective responses to problems over on awareness of the 
fundamental need for reciprocity and diversity, community and multiple 
perspectives, and subjectivity of a world centric view (Park A, et al., 2021b; 
Riedy, 2013). CiViChon 1.0 is "a narrative tool for invention" (Pork, A, 2021b) 
that shifts the focus of from solving current problems by designing things, 
structures and technologies to engaging imagination and participatory 
processes to re-design the social and mental ecologies, or contexts, from 
which all things, structure and technologies emerge. CiViChon 1.0 is a 
work o f fiction for how we can produce more mentally vital and socially 
and physically sustainable forms of village life in Korea. It is the product 
of imagination for an alternative future for rural life in Korea that equally 
values the country's historical inheritance, current realities, and desires for 
a more equitable future. It is a spatial story that addresses this complex and 
emergent problem by bringing together the city and the village, humans and 
nature, individuals and the community, and urban culture and agriculture, 
and acknowledging the need t o design the mental, social and physical 
levels of human life. 

This complex and emergent problem cannot be solved in a sustainable 
way by the common approach of providing technological, structural and 
infrastructural solutions. A sustainable approach requires that solutions 
are meaningful to the people for whom they are intended. Arriving at a 
meaningful approach requires awareness or self-consciousness, not only 
of the physical needs of people, but of the social and more importantly 
the internal world, or mental world, o f a population. Internal worlds are 
the deep assumptions that define a world, or a problem: the world views/
paradigms of individuals; and the myths and metaphors of a culture 
or world at a given time. The world of myth refers to the deep stories, 
collective archetypes of a culture or epoch, such as seeing a population as 
a community rather than a statistic, or seeing people as creative resources 
(So hail, 7998). World views are the mental structures ond discourses, be 
they cultural or religious, which not only support and legitimate a particular 
world or problem, but actually constitute how we frame it. Because inner 

worlds form external worlds, and external worlds create internal worlds 
(Sohail, 1998, 2013), the way we frame something informs what and how 
something will be brought into the external world. The internal world is 
the intangible context, which when it intersects with the conditions of 
the external world, determines the field of future possibilities from which 
the physical and social worlds emerge. A sustainable approach is not 
sustainable if it only addresses physical needs. A truly sustainable approach 
is one that is relotoble to a population because it is grounded in the past, 
acknowledges the conditions of the present with sufficient nuance for 
a particular population, and imagines a future that has sufficient and 
continued meaning to support the difficult task of transforming existing 
myths, metaphors and narratives necessary to change the pathway to a 
more desired and equitable future. 

The trajectory of the internal world of Korea shifted from the 
values and world views o f Shamanism, Buddhism, Confucianism and 
Catholicism of the dynastic Chason Kingdom (1392-1897), to clashes 
with the introduction of Protestant Christianity, followed by movements 
of agrarianism, communism, nationalism and individualism during the 
rupture and violence o f the Japanese colonial period (1910- 1945), and the 
nationalism, authoritarianism in the conflict of the Korean War (1945- 1953). 
The post-Korean War period saw the rise of anti-communist and resurgence 
of Confucian sentiments in an era of authoritarianism and industrialization 
(1961- 1992) followed by democracy and capitalism and a resurgence of 
peasant Tonghak rebellion during the era of globalization (1992-1997). 
Neoliberal capitalism continues t o privilege heavy industry and high 
technology and consumerism that hos brought inequality and division to 
Korea and with it a rise in the number of people searching for alternatives in 
intentional communities and the cooperative movement (1997- 2017) (Pork, 
A., 2013, 20210; Paik, 2018; Suh, 2015). 

Imagination 

An awareness of the internal worlds is important as a pathway to a 
meaningful and sustainable future, but these intangible forces and 
values cannot be given form or exist without imagination. Imagination 
is not a marginalized or specialized activity of the mind, or an irrational 
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and undisciplined cognitive function. It is not the exclusive purview of 
artists, or the counter-faculty to reasoning and science. Imagination 
is involved, to varying degrees, in every cognitive function of humans 
from perception and deductive, inductive and abductive reasoning to 
speculation, experimentation and free play. Experiment, speculation and 
free play have higher degrees of imagination than the paradigm-facts 
and truths produced by conventional reasoning allow. Imagination is not 
a flight of fancy, a sophisticated critique of the status quo, or dreaming of 
Utopias. Imagination is not creativity, although imagination is necessary 
for creativity. Imagination is a "special form of agency" (Pendleton-Jullion, 
et al., 2018). Imagination is the way we make sense of the world. It is the 
power or capacity of humans to form internal visual or auditory images of 
things and situations (Pendleton-Jullian, 2015). It lies at the center of human 
cognitive processes, and the cognitive filter through which we interpret our 
experience (Pelaprot et al., 2011; Khasnabish, et al., 2014). and cognitively 
order disparate elements of o disorderly world when we see something 
for the first time. Imagination is the way we "break sense" of the world 
(Pendleton-Jullion, 2018). It is "our capacity to think about "things" that we 
do not, or cannot directly experience. Imagination informs our actions and is 
shaped by our actions (Khosnabish et al., 2014). 

In the framework of pragmatic imagination, it "both resolves and 
widens the gaps between what is unfamiliar - new/novel/strange - and 
what is known." Pragmatic imagination is a special form of knowing 
(Pendleton-Jullian, 2015). As conceived of in this investigation, the 
framework of pragmatic imagination does not exclude conventional 
epistemology, but expands the framework of what we think we can 
know and how we con know it. Imagination expands the field of future 
possibilities that allows for possibilities that lie outside existing mental, 
social and physical frameworks. Imagination as a form of research 
lies beyond the limitations of conventional epistemology, which is 
extraordinarily productive for investigating things that can be known and 
solving simple problems, but is inadequate for investigating things that 
cannot be known and for complex and emerging problems. To examine a 
subject that cannot be known on alternative epistemology of imagination 
is required. Accepting on alternative epistemology of imagination is not a 
challenge to conventional epistemology, but crucial for examining complex 
and emergent problems in a rapidly changing world for which there cannot 

be a definitive answer, only an ongoing series of responses for a particular 
moment. 
Narrative Fiction 
Narrative fiction is a tool for exploring things that cannot be known. 
Fictive narratives, whether they are text or drawings give form and 
create a synthetic image of a future society. They are a form of "radical 
empathy" for defining the kinds of experiences, emotions, social rituals 
and the settings of daily life in a future scenario. Narrative fiction about 
the future is probably "the most active experimental laboratory of the 
world-constructing enterprise" (Dolezel. 1998). It is a space of free ploy 
where imagination can connect with reality and allows visions to go beyond 
incremental change. 

Fictive narratives are about space, or "spatial stories," as Michel de 
Certeau refers to them, "found" or pre-figure the future. Spatial stories 
"create the field" that precedes the historical realization of social actions 
that are yet to come. They function as a "fixation," which means that they 
do what they soy they will do (De Certeou, 1984). This gives spatial stories 
"distributive power" and "performotive force" (Khasnabish et al., 2014). 
Fictive narratives of a future have the same "decisive role" of creating the 
ground for future actions. Jurgen Wertheimer, a professor of comparative 
literature, and his team developed methods that showed a tangible link 
between futuristic literature and empirical events that was so accurate that 
it was of interest to the Germon defense ministry. According to Wertheimer, 
literature has a "tendency to channel social trends and moods" and writes 
have a "sensory talent" that allows them to "represent reality in such a way 
that their readers can instantly visualize a world and recognize themselves 
inside it. They operate on a plane that is both objective and subjective, 
creating inventories of the emotional interiors of individual lives throughout 
history" (Olterman, 2021). 

Narrative fiction is a framework that is supported by fictive facts. A 
fictive fact is a fact that does not exist in post and current temporal frame, 
but that describes the qualities of a future world. Fictive facts contribute to 
the coherence to an imagined future world. A fictive fact is one that does 
not exist yet, but which is relotable to the realities of the post and present. If 
the imagined world becomes on empirical reality, a fictive fact can become 
an objective fact. The validity, or "truth" of a fictive fact lies in the degree to 
which it is consistent, coherent and believable within the future world that it 
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describes. Fictive facts are a tool for convincing a population of the viability 
of a possible future world. Fictive facts do not displace objective facts that 
describe current reality, but exist in the realm of imagination to describe 
a future world that could become a reality. The notion of a fictive fact 
challenges conventional epistemology and what is considered to be fact, 
but like the truth of facts, fictive facts describe a truth in a fictive world. 

Method 

To investigate the subject of a future village, and to make it coherent, 
relatable and convincing requires a hybrid research method that sustains a 
believable interplay between fact and fiction, and overlap of the temporal 
realities of the past, present and future. Investigating the past, present 
and future each require different methods and produce different kinds of 
knowledge that ore integrated into this fictive rural world. A fictive narrative 
about the future, if it is to be relatable and convincing requires reexamining, 
reconfiguring and reevaluating the narratives of the past, and formulating 
new paradigms and myths as a foundation for reimogining meaningful 
alternatives to the hegemonic structures, systems, worldviews and myths 
of the present. 

The past of the rural of Korea was investigated by a post-structuralist 
history told in key words that takes into account external events and 
the internal worlds using an adaptation of a Causal Layered Analysis 
from future studies (Sohail, 1998). It is a multi-level history that traces 
the overlapping and crossing trajectories of external circumstances and 
internal drives in four layers: key events in Korean modern history, beliefs, 
rural population, and attitudes about community beginning at the end of 
the Joseon Ero (1392-1897) to today. The history of modernization of Korea 
is one of clashes with the future in the form of challenges to the ruling 
Confucian ideology of the Chason period propelled by Western imperialism 
of the late 19th century, followed by rupture and violence of the Japanese 
colonial period (1910-1945), and the conflict of the Korean War (1945-1953). 
The postwar period was an age of authoritarianism and industrialization 
(1961-1992) as globalization and the rise of consumerism was introduced 
to South Korea through normative modernizing policies such as the 
Globalization Policy (Saegyehwa) of President Kim Young-sam. From the 

late 1990s to 2017 sow the rise of inequality in the age of neoliberalism 
(1997-2017) marked by events like the Asian financial crisis (1997) and 
the deregulation of the economy and cuts in social welfare required by 
the IMF. This has left Korea with division and inequality in a present and 
the privileging of heavy industry and a high technology-based neoliberal 
economic system (Park A, 2013; 2021b). The internal world of Korea changed 
over this period through the shift in values and priorities of Shamanism, 
Confucianism and Buddhism in the early modern period, to Consumerism 
and Neoliberal Capitalism, to Democratic Neoliberalism in the present. 
Paralleling these realities were changing world views about the meaning of 
community (Park, A et al., 2021c). This historical matrix of external events 
and internal forces revealed the alternative history of a more ecologically, 
economically, and socially balanced life in modern rural Korea.

The social realities of rural life today was arrived at using conventional 
research methods including in-depth interviews and case studies of 
the village residents of Hongdong Township about 93km (58 mi) south 
of Seoul in South Chungcheongnam Province that is home to a vibrant 
agglomeration of organic forms and cooperative-based enterprises and 
businesses supported by a community center, village archive, library cofe 
that attracts urban residents (Kim, et al., 2015); and Hansalim, one of the 
largest agricultural cooperatives in South Korea with a large-scale producer 
association and consumer association interviews with artists based in 
Seoul (Park, K., 2021a); interviews cooperative members of Hansalim (Park, 
A et al., 2021a). and a case study about the social life in Hongdong. The 
organizational logic of the structure of the village and building typologies 
was investigated by Google Mops and Google Earth, YouTube videos, and 
a site visit to understand the values and spiritual foundation of Hongdong 
and how they ore expressed in the organizational and physical structures of 
Hongdong. 

The values associated with the village, city and CiViChon 1.0 were 
investigated by surveying a small sample of students at a Korean university 
and summarized in the Values Index diagram. The Value Index and Change 
in Values Index are located between facts and fictive facts. The sample size 
was small (n=S) and the demographic limited to the students in a Korean 
university which does not meet criteria of truth demanded by conventional 
epistemology. These diagrams function as a kind of "spatial story" for what 
is yet to come, and they could become facts should CiViChon 1.0 become a 
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reality. 
The future was investigated with narrative fiction to understand the 

texture of everyday life and design fiction (Raven et al., 2015; Raven, 2016) 
to visualize the form that environments, buildings and the structure of the 
village could take, and world building to imagine the context from which the 
structure and life of the village exists. World building describes a process of 
constructing a coherent world by "designing rich, coherent, highly detailed 
and scalable contexts across diverse domains." More than o setting or a 
story, world building produces coherent contexts that stories inhabit and for 
things to happen in (Pendleton-Jullion et al., 2018). 

CiViChon 1.0 : City in a Village: 

CiViChon 1.0 is a preliminary sketch of a life that reconciles the inequalities 
between urban and village life by envisioning a rural cultural hub that 
overlaps the desired features of urban and rural life to not only make it 
possible, but attractive for urban residents to move to the village either 
part-time, full-time or periodically. It is a fictive village, on a fictive site, with 
fictive buildings, populated by future personas. Like all believable fiction 
it is based on current realities which in this project are the demographics 
of the rural and urban in Korea, lived realities, rural histories, the logic of 
agriculture and settlements in a mountainous topography, existing urban 
and rural building typologies, and social and cultural patterns of rural Korea. 
CiViChon 1.0 is based on an internal world that shifts our understanding 
of reality from binary thinking to non-binary thinking, and from the world 
conceived in terms of either/or to both/and i.e. objective facts and fictive 
facts, fact and fiction, the post and present and future, and the values and 
amenities of both the city and the village. CiViChon 1.0 shifts the focus 
from solutions to approaches, and from designing things to "designing" 
the mental and social contexts from which the physical world emerges. 
CiViChon 7.0 aims to create sustainable and meaningful responses to 
complex and emergent problems which requires human transformation 
o f changing our internal worlds - our world views, values, myths and 
metaphors, and deeply held assumptions about modernity, the city and 
the village. It also requires that we change our methods of thinking and 
harnessing collective intelligence that is demanded by addressing complex 

problems. Humans while easily changing the world around them, resist 
changing themselves, but this is the most impactful agent for ensuring 
sustainable and meaningful approaches to this and other complex 
problems. 

Intangible Fictions 

For the city, the most valued amenities and features are financial 
opportunities, transportation/delivery system, convenience, entertainment 
and infrastructure. The most disliked features were the hierarchical working 
environments. For the village, the most valued features ore nature, beliefs 
and identity, community, and on ecofriendly mindset, and the least desirable 
are the lack of transportation and convenience and delivery system. For 
CiViChon 1.0, the most valued was public space, infrastructure, connectivity, 
convenience, safety, nature, accessibility to culture. 

The Change in Values Index quantified and graphic representation 
of what the surveyed sample would be willing to give up and gain if they 
moved from the city to live in CiViChon 1.0. The results indicate that in the 
mental ecology of the city they would abandon the hierarchy of the work 
place and stereotyping in exchange for what they believed would be a 
more ecofriendly mindset in the village. In the social ecology they would 
give up the cultural opportunities, entertainment and their community in 
exchange for the CiViChon 1.0 community. In the material realm, they would 
forego excellent public transportation and high-quality accessible health 
care facilities, convenience, and delivery services for more nature, public 
space, bottomup social welfare, greater artistic expression, and a rural life 
that could provide greater financial security. The largest change in values 
were hierarchy, nature, transportation, delivery, convenience, stereotypes, 
financial security and entertainment. 

The Value Index and Change in Values Index indicate a high valuation 
of nature which was conceived as including greenhouses, fields, the rivers, 
rice paddies and stables, a shed for shard equipment, new programs 
for greenhouses, hiking trails, stables, a cherry blossom rood, and the 
focus of projects by various artists; the desire for community led to 
understanding new enterprises, schools as centers of social life, along 
with the emerging need for a large scale modong or public meeting space, 
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traditional pavilions used by Koreans to meet their friends and family [jung 
jo], a library and village archive, and cafes and restaurants. The needs of 
urban cultural producers to make and disseminate their work in CiViChon 
1.0 led to designated spaces for art and architecture installations, an 
exhibition space, broadcasting studio, diverse forms of housing, and share 
studio space. These results along with the responses from the interviews, 
questionnaires and case studies were the basis for determining the 
programs to be accommodated in CiViChon 1.0. 

The mental, social and material ecologies define the domains, or 
fields of study, that define the qualities and specific characteristics of the 
world of CiViChon 1.0. The most important domains in the mental ecology 
of CiViChon 1.0 are reciprocity, connectivity, proactivity and community. 
The social ecology of CiViChon 1.0 is characterized by self-governance, and 
cultural capitol as an economic engine, and a bottom-up social welfare 
system and digital technologies. The material domains of CiViChon 1.0 
include accessibility to the production and dissemination of culture, 
agriculture, nature, and technologies for access by digital technologies 
of specialized medical core in the city, and economic opportunities 
provided by new small and medium enterprises (SM Es), and accessibility 
to the production and dissemination of art and culture. Underlying and 
informing the tone of these ecologies is the philosophy of self-reflective 
consciousness and "collective consciousness" of the Noosphere. The 
Noosphere, is a new state and the highest stage of the biospheric evolution 
that coincides with the evolutionary development of human cognition 
when it is capable of fundamentally transforming the biosphere. This 
stage of evolutionary development is dominated by the mind (Noosphere, 
2021; Svoboda et al., 1999). Self-reflective consciousness is the ground 
or foundation for developing reciprocal relationships between people, 
between people and nonhuman worlds, and between the city and the 
village. 

The social ecology of CiViZens is described by the relationship 
diagram of social relationships between the residents, or CiViZens of 
CiViChon 1.0. The silhouettes in this diagram are place holders for fully-
developed characters of CiViZens that are defined in more detail by their 
age, occupation, family, income, hobbies, o description of a day in their life, 
their ogon or personal struggles, beliefs, goals, and motivations. CiVizens 
range from foreigners to life-long residents, from age 8 to 78, incomes from 

$13,000-$135,000, and o knowledge economy that includes formers, cultural 
producers, university students, IT developers and a medical doctor who 
would among regular practice facilitates expert consultations through tele-
medicine. 

Tangible Fictions 
The masterplan of the village could easily be misunderstood as being a 
representation for how CiViChon 1.0 would be organized. CiViChon 1.0, 
with the exception of the public space, looks like any village in Korea. Since 
CiViChon 1.0 is an idea, it can take any physical form making the physical 
form of the village not as important as the programs that inhabit the 
buildings and sites. This masterplan is a fiction, a spatial story, a possible 
organization of the village and not the definitive organization CiViChon 
1.0. The legend of the masterplan is more important than the masterplan 
because the values of CiViChon 1.0 are expressed in the new programs. As 
the most the tangible expression of the idea of CiViChon, the masterplan 
with its overlapping meanings from the past, present and future makes the 
idea more relotoble, and hence more convincing to people - rural and urban 
- who might resist contemplating a new hybrid culture. 

Physical Ecology 
The masterplan of CiViChon 1.0 is based on current realities such as the 
topography and profiles of Korean mountains; the mossing and typologies 
of rural and urban buildings; locating villages near a water source; the 
history smallholder agricultural plots that spans centuries, and logic of fields 
bordered by the slopes of mountains; the particular features of sunken 
rice paddies separated by elevated paths that are sometimes planted for 
historical and symbolic reasons; greenhouses that grow crops that cater 
to on increasing appetite for organic and non-native exotic produce of 
strawberries and blueberries. Current social life continues to be played 
out in domestic space of houses in the exterior courtyard (madong) of 
traditional Korean houses (hanok), and the traditional community pavilions 
(jung-ja) scattered around the fields and village continue to be the locus for 
informal and casual gatherings. 

The everyday needs of CiViChon 1.0 residents are met by a 
supermarket which is conceived as a place of cooperative production and 
consumption; the police station/post office is called the Center for Non-
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Violent Conflict Resolution and Communication Office; the East West 
Medical Clinic and Pharmacy support diverse medical practices; houses 
and apartments in the form of three- and four-storey "villa" buildings for 
individual and collective living. The Sheds for the Ethical Treatment of 
Livestock, Sheds for Collective Farm Equipment, and the Choi Jae-eun 
Institute of Forest Regeneration, and the CiViChon Seed Library, and a 
space in a refurbished barn to accommodate volunteer residents, reflect 
the value of reciprocity between humans and non-human world. 

Urban migrants, discouraged by the expensive real estate market of 
Seoul are attracted to rural living by the lower cost of housing. Paired with 
digital infrastructure and delivery services which are basic infrastructural 
requirements for urban dwellers living in CiViChon 1.0, would allow off-site 
employment for Seoulbased companies and access to urban markets. 
All residents could benefit from opportunities provided by the present of 
secondary industries in the form of SM Es, such as CiViChon's Publishing 
House, and the Invention Lab and Design Factory that could supplement 
farming income for some and provide full-time employment for others (Shoji 
et al., 2019). 

Social Ecology 
CiViChon 10 accommodates new kinds o f social life: public space modelled 
on the modang o f Korean houses are conceived as a space for governance, 
commerce in the form o f open-air markets, and culture in the form o f 
art installations and performances. This central meeting space o f the 
village is surrounded by buildings that house cultural programs such as 
the CiVi Gallery for Art, Architecture and Design, the Media Center that 
produces and disseminates social media, podcasts, YouTube videos, and 
radio programming, and the Center for Contemporary and Traditional 
Performances, Film, Theater and Music. Supporting these functions are 
shared studio spaces for artists, architects, designers, and media artist. A 
fusion restaurant and coffee bar/tea house bring urban social spaces to the 
village. The social space o f governance in the village is given space in the 
Center for Participatory Democracy and Community Center. Social issues 
that affect village life today such as gender inequality, women's rights and 
domestic violence are recognized and given space in the Ch'oe Yong Sin 
Center for Women (named after a female rural activist from the Japanese 
colonial period). 

Mental Ecology 
There are designated sites in the village for art, architecture and 
installations and other media, a residency program t o attract cultural 
producers. Spaces ore provided for schools, a Knowledge Hub (library and 
study rooms), Publishing House, and research in the form o f an Invention 
Lab and Design factory that is "open to children and adults for teaching 
design and building tools that are useful to the community" (Park, K., 2021a), 
and an Onggin Kitchen and Fermentation Lab: 

Onggin Kitchen is a cooking and distribution community using Korean 
preservative methods such as fermentation and drying food. Onggin 
implies storing food in ongies which are breathable ceramics. It is 
comparable to conning but more beneficial and healthier than sealing 
food in a jar. In OK, village people can make makeolli, chungukjang, 
kimchi, yogurt, sourdough bread, and dried nomul, etc. O K is not only 
a research lab as a culture bank that keeps the starting cultures safe 
and examines them. It also works as a recipe bank that develops 
dishes using fermented food. This place functions as a pub, YouTube 
production studio, and retailor for people who visit CiViChon, as well. 
OK is a place where other people hang out with CiviChon people 
learning about fermentation and sharing wine and food. People can 
contribute t o OK in many ways and share food by points rewarded 
by contribution hours or provided produces. People in the village 
can volunteer as sales associates for the retail department or as 
instructors and workers at the cooking studio, and more. Volunteers 
can use working hours as contribution hours which can be exchanged 
for products from OK (Park, K., 2021a). 

The Onggin Kitchen is on example o f how new programs in CiViChon 1.0 
integrate historical and new knowledge, and meet the mental, social and 
physical needs o f a diverse population. 

Financial stability for rural life to support resident with different 
economic situations and stages o f life is a key factor in the sustainability 
o f CiViChon 1.0. CiViChon 1.0 extends the current "ago-ecological" model o 
f revitalization (Kim et al., 2015), into an agro-ecologicol-cultural which can 
attract residents and visitors the could stimulate a tertiary-sector economy 
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and with it, new markets and alternative forms o f income. With the focus o 
f CiViChon 1.0 on knowledge, developing current and traditional knowledge 
and disseminating the products o f knowledge through gallery, media 
production and performance space could be extended to using the farm as 
on education center for visiting students, resident students as is the case in 
Hongdong village and as it is being developed in the China's massive rural 
revitalization. Rural revitalization, if there is no niche product, or factory, or 
tourism, or visionary leader is that these strategies are still based on, and 
are at the mercy o f a modern market economy (Standaert, 2020). 

The more profound that designing buildings and products is the 
problem o f re-thinking rethinking modern market economy. Donut 
Economics is an example o f a new economic mindset that envisions 
sustainable development as a regenerative and distributive economy 
based on a social foundation and limited by on ecological ceiling (Roworth, 
2017; DEAL, 2021). Another particularly relevant example for how internal 
worlds can re-form external worlds is the approach o f described in a case 
study of a business venture that developed new corporate ethics based on 
Bhutanese Buddhist values that transformed extractive business culture 
to one of "strategic interdependence" between local producers and an 
international company that directs the benefits of the enterprise bock to 
the local community (Sonnenberg, 2021). More than designing buildings and 
things, what needs to be designed in this era of existential crises are the 
mental ecologies - the values and paradigms and beliefs towards greater 
reciprocity and diversity that would transform the relationships between 
humans and between humans and all beings and things that are not human 
that will in turn transform all forms of production be it agricultural, cultural, 
business, or education. 

Concluding Remarks

CiViChon is on idea for regenerating a rural Korea by encouraging urban-
based cultural producers - artists, thinkers, architects, designers, performing 
artists, theater, academics - to move to a rural village. CiViChon 1.0 is on 
act of imagination that synthesizes village life of the post, present and 
a desired future. This fictive village embodies the internal and intangible 
values and cultural, economic, and political commitments of a desired 

village that are not considered but which are crucial for sustainable and 
meaningful approach to the problem of the urban-rural divide. The shift in 
focus of CiViChon 1.0 from the external and material world to the internal 
and intangible aspects of reality is crucial for the sustainability of the 
idea of CiViChon. While CiViChon is a coll for transforming rural villages, 
CiViChon 1.0 is a call to transform ourselves be becoming aware of deeper 
levels of consciousness in the form of values, beliefs, paradigms, and 
worldviews, and myths and metaphors that need to change if we are to 
recognize the intimate relationship between all things and people, and the 
physical and non-physical aspects of reality that are fundamental to the 
meaningful sustainability of rural life in the short and long-term. It is the coll 
for transforming ourselves that makes this strategy to rural revitalization 
relevant in any context in an aging rural Asia. 
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Governing Philosophy

The governing philosophy of Hongdong township is 
represented by a temple, resting on the pedestals of 
the Bible, and the farmer members and consumers. 
This vision aims at promoting a sense of community 
well-being, global peace, and the Kingdom of God vby 
means of focusing on community health, bible study, 
the health of the soil, and cultivating vibrant succes-
sive generations. The cooperative focuses on health, 
environment, reduced consumption, and education. 
The ethical focus of the cooperative extends beyond 

Figure 1.  Diagram of the governing philosophy, Hongdong township, South Korea..

Hongdong, is a township in Chungcheong Province, 
South Korea that is known as the home of organic 
farming and cooperatives.  Since the 1990s, Hongdong 
has been the most popular place for urban Koreans 
who are looking for a more communcal lifestyle in a 
rural village. 

Values of the Hongdong High School

Pulmu School is the anchor institution catalyst of the 
Hongdong township. It is the foundation of the town-
ship  ethos. It is the feature that makes Hongdong 
special. The Pulmu School was founded on philosophi-
cal pedagogies from Europe and a form of Christianity 
(Bu guyeh) that rejects hierarchy, the need for formal 
intermediaries between faith and clergy, and a formal 
church or institutional hierarchy to be a true Christian. 
Two philosophies infused the curriculum of the Pulmu 
school and the village ethos of Hongdong: the radical 
egalitarianism of “no head, no tail” (mu thu, mu mi) of 
the Pulmu school; “work, cow, study, beast” (il so gong 
do) that signifies that if one only works, one becomes 
a cow, and if one only studies one becomes a beast, 
so it is best to balance work and study.  Pulmu School 
was a private school and became a public school and 
continues to host boarding students and local chil-
dren. To enroll in the school, students must commit to 

Non-Violent Communication

Non-violent communication (NVC) is a major influence 
in the governance model of Hongdong township. A 
large number of mostly women form "circles" to learn 
the principles and practice NVC among themselves. 
The goal of this training is to eventually gain certifi-
cation as NVC trainers, form new NVC "circles" to 
propagate this form of communication to community 
members. NVC is an American communication strate-
gy that was introduced to Korea in 2008 by Ms. Kath-
erine Hahn. The communication strategy consists of 
a twofold process or prioritized agenda for a conver-
sation of: empathic listening and honestly expressing 
oneself. These two components should be directed to 
three aspects of life: observations of what enriched/
does not enrich life; feelings associated with that 
observation; the underlying needs that may prompt 
those feelings; and a concrete request of what might 
make our life more bearable or enriching for us. The 
key to NVC is to balance empathic listening to the four 
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Figure 2.  Library, Hongdong-myeon (township), Hongseong-gun (county), South Chungcheong province, South Korea.

Figure 3.  Library and Archive, Hongdong township.

Figure 4.  Archive in the library building, Hongdon township.

Figure 5.  Hongdong monthly village booklet, Hongdong township. 
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Figure 6.  Goat shed between the library and the nursery fed by the libarian, Hongdong township.

Figure 7.  Nursery School, Hongdong.

Figure 8.  Pulmu High School greenhouse where students learn agriculture, Hongdong township.

Figure 9.  Pulmu High School and dormitory, Hongdong township.
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Figure 10.  Interior yard or courtyard (madang) of traditional Korean houses (hanok) incorporated into the library/archive for 
social gatherings and exhibitions. Hongdong township.

Figure 11.  Traditional community pavilion (jung-ja) in a traditional courtyard (madang), Hondong township0

Figure 12.  Traditional community pavilion (jung-ja) near Pulmu High School and the school greenhouse, Hondong township.  

Figure 13.  Traditional community pavilion (jung-ja) near Pulmu High School, Hondong township.  
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"What I most value in rural life is a 
sense of connectedness. I think I could 

"I felt disconnected when I lives 
in a city. I had to do everything 
myself rather than helping one 
another."In a rural village, you get more atten-

tion... When you first move from a city 
to a rural village, you may find such at-
tention uncomfortable. But, the sense 
of connectedness and care, I think, "Paying attention to and look-

ing after one another is the 
strength of rural village... That's 
why I wanted to move to a rural "As much as my great ex-

pectation, my disappointed 
in Hongdong village was 
great, too, when I found 
that even the village known 
as the best place for re-
turning farmers is full of 
conflicts as other cities or 
villages."

"For example, the conflicts are left 
unsettled because decision are 
mostly made by male elders or na-
tive villagers who have lived in this 
village for a long time. Also, like oth-
er places, we have sexual violence 
here, but our village seems to nei-
ther recognise it nor resolve it leav-
ing it unresolved for both aggres-

"I hope to learn the wisdom 
to resolve people's conflicts."

"What I hope not to change is 
nature in Hongdong."

WHAT THE URBAN & RURAL PEOPLE SAY1

"In the centre of my life in Hong-
dong lies the 'non-violence 
conversation' study."

"Sometimes, your own faith 
or sense of right and wrong 

"What you should bring is an 
ope-mind that can see things 
as they are."

"If I am to build an ideal village, 
I want to make a centre where 
people study the non- violence 
conversation and use it as a 
tool to communicate peaceful-
ly and exchange safe and trusty 
conversations."

"In the primary school I work for is a 
room called 'giraffe room' [A giraffe 
stands for peace]. In that room, stu-
dents can consult a 'giraffe teacher' 
who studied the non-violence conver-
sation. The teacher listens to stu-
dents' conflicts and sympathise with 
students. So, there is a place in the 
school to take care of students' mind 
all the time... What if we have such 
a place in the village? When a new-
comer to the village find everything 
unfamiliar, s/he can share concerns, 
get moral support, and seek atten-

"What is special with Hong-
dong is that we village peo-
ple do it by ourselves with-
out relying on outsiders or 
acquiring an official qualifi-
cation. We build up our own 
strength and solve our
conflicts without relying on "My friends living in cities tell 

me that they have to spend 
money to have a meeting, 
because they mostly 
meet at a cafe. In my ideal 
village, I wish we could have 
many open spaces where 
people can come and have 
meetings/ gatherings freely."

"I would say that bringing 
preoccupation and prejudg-
ment are something dan-
gerous to bring to a village."

1 Park, Kyong, interviews with Yoshiharu Tsukamoto, 18 February 2021; Taek Gwang Lee, 13 Feb-
ruary      2021; survey  responses from Valentino Alexander, Todd Ayoung, Pablo Castro, Jae Eun 
Choi, Giacomo Faiella, Dirk Fleischmann, Taek Hwang, Jaekyung Jung, Kristy H. A. Kang, Boseul 
Kim, Cristina Kim, Hong Hee Kim, Jin Hyoung Kim, Peter Thomas Lang, Jonggeun Lee, Potrc Mar-
jetica, Meena Nanji, Alvin Yip and Stephen Zack, 29 March - 4 April 2021; Park Albert and Yonjae 
Paik, interviews with Hansalim Farmer. 30 March 2021; Hansalim Cooperative Worker/Returning 
Farmer, 30 March 2021; returning resident to Hongdong township, 31 March 2021; grape farmer, 
Sangju village, 1 April 2021; urban migrant moved to Hongdong township, 3 April 2021. Quoted in 
Jaekyung Jung, What the Urban People Say? Video, 10:20, Seoul, May 2021; What the Rural People 
Say? Video, 5:35, Seoul, May 2021.
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Figure 15.  One of several residential areas in Hongdong township.

Figure 14.  View of a group of houses in Hongdong township, South Chungcheong province, South Korea.. Figure 16.  A field in Hongdong township.

Figure 17.  Greenhouses in Hongdong township.
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Figure 18.  Rice paddys separated by elevated paths, Hongdong township.

Figure 19.  View of rice paddys, Hongdong township.

Figure 20.   Hongdong township reservoir.

Figure 21.  Inside one of the numerous greenhouses of Hongdong township.. 
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Figure 22.  Rice wine (makgeolli) factory, Hongdong township.

Figure 23.  One of numerous and diverse kinds of sheds in Hongdong township.

Figure 24. Cooperative store and cafe, Hongdong township.

Figure 25.  Carpenter's workshop, Hongdong township.  
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Figure 26 & 27.  Distinctive housing typologies of Hongdong township.

Figure 29.  Example of diverse housing styles, Hongdong township.  

Figure 28.  Home for newcomers to Hongdong township.
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Figure 30.  Wall at the local supermarket with photographs of the farmers who grew the produce offered in the store at the 
centerintersection of Hongdong township.

Figure 31.  Local produce available in the local supermarket, Hongdong township.

Figure 32.  An intersection that marks the center of Hongdong township.

Figure 33.  Local food served at a restaurant in Hongdong township. 
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Figure 35. Vegetation in Hongdong township.          

Figure 36. Slide from a classroom of the Nursery School in Hongdong township. 

Figure 34.  Vegetation of Hongdong township. 

Figure 38.  Planting plan for a greenhouse in Hongdong township.

Figure 37.  Paraphernalia in greehouse in Hongdong township.
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Figure 39.  The core concept of community. Figure 40.   Three Ecologies Diagram (Source:  Ann Pendleton-Julian et al., Deisgn Unbound, 2018)  
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Figures 41 & 42.  The artifacts, services and projects that make up the material ecology of  CiVViChon.
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Figure 43.  The notion of locality in the context of community.
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Figure 44.  Numeric values indicating the values (1-9) of ammenities and features given to the city, village and CiViChon.  
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Figure 45.  The Change in Values between CiViChon as a peferred future and Seoul, and CiViChon and current villages.  The 
Change in Value Metrics indicate the most important features to be addressed in CiViChon.
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Figure 46.  Comparison of the more desirable and undesirable features of the city, village and CiViChon. Figure 47.  Values Index diagram for the city. 
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Figure 48.  Values Index diagram for the village.  Figure 49.  Values Index diagram for CiViChon. 
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Figure 50.  Change in Values diagram and the most significant changes.  
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Figure 51a-k .  Fictive residents of CiViChon.  

Age: 32  |  Guesthouse Owner  
Seo-hyun was born a simple country girl, spending 
her childhood in CiViChon. After graduating highsh-
cool in her village, she began working on her father’s 
farm. In her early 20s she went through a rebelious 
phase and decided to go to the city to experience 
all she thought she was missing out on. It was there 
that she met her husband, a well-established lawyer 
named Lee Jong-Woo. Only one year after arriving 
in the city, she found herself married and pregnant 
with her first child Lee Ju-ha. One year after her first 
child was born, she fell pregnant with her second 
child, Lee Jae-ha, however it was during that time 
that she and her husband got into a huge disagree-
ment on where they should raise their children. 
Overthe next few years she was in the city, she 
began to regret more and more her decision to go 
there in the first place. She felt stuck in her marriage 
and was afraid of not being able to return back to 
her village. She didn’t much suit the city life, and 
found it difficult to relate to and become close 
friends with the new crowd. One day she bravely 
made up her mind to go back to CiViChon with her 
children, whether or not her husband agreed to go 
with her - although she desperately wanted him to 
say “YES!”...As expected, things didn’t quite turn out 
how she wanted, and she is now residing along with 
her 2 children in CiViChon, while her husband contin-
ues to work in the city. Seo-hyun now runs a 
guesthouse out of her parents’ second home while 
also living there with her two children.

A typical day in the life of Seo-hyun starts at around 
5:30am, bright and early. She goes out to her 
garden, and gives her plants their daily watering, 
does any weeding (if necessary), then goes inside to 
start breakfast while her children have their 
showers. If there are any guests staying with her, she 
is sure to make enough food for them as well, and 
they all eat together. After breakfast, the kids (now 
8 and 6 years old) walk off to school and Seo-hyun 
sets out to the bus-stop on her corner to catch the 
bus to the plaza where she delivers her home-made 
bread and cakes to a cafe there. By now it is about 
8am. She walks about 20 minutes to her friend’s 
house to help with their joined online CiViChon 
Healing website until 12pm. She eats with her friend 
and then heads back home. By the time she gets 
home it is about 1:15pm. The next few hours are her 
alone-time, where she is able to read for a while and 
relax. At around 5pm her children (and occasional 
guests) come home for dinner. After dinner, 
everyone slowly winds down and gets ready for bed. 
By 9pm, everyone in Seo-hyun’s family is asleep.

“No one has ever 
become poor by 
giving.”

Gender: Female
Family: Married, 2 
children.
Income:
15,100,000won/yr
Hobbies: Reading, 
Gardening, 
Volunteering at Local 
Market, Cooking for 
children and guests.

Imaginative

Talkative

Ambitious

Thoughtful

Hardworking

Noisy

Generous

Reliable

Unselfish

Organized

Personality

Religious Non-Religious

Introvert Extrovert

Content Progressive

Emotional Logical

Obstacles / Agon

Abandonment issues from 
her failed marriage.
Not being good enough.
Fear of her children 
growing up different to 
and bullied by others for 
not having their father 
active in their upbringing.

Eco-friendly living shows 
how much we care for 
future generations.
Believer in Christ.
Children should learn to 
take care of themselves as 
best as they can from an 
early age. Independence is 
key.
Being abandoned makes 
one stronger-willed and 
independent.

Raise her children to not 
make the same mistake 
she did of going to the city.
Succeed in creating a 
successful community 
meant to share the 
‘healing’ beauty of 
CiViChon to Urbanites 
through online mediums.

Love for children and want 
to be able to financially 
support their future s
uccess.
Pleasing God.
Want and need to be 
independent from her 
husband who remains in 
the city.

Beliefs

Goals

Motivation

Need to prove husband 
wrong in where the best
place is to raise their
children is. 

Seo-hyun Bak

Figure 51b

“In the end, we only 
regret the chances 
we didn’t take.”

Gender: Female
Family: Parents, 1 
younger brother
Income: Financially 
supported by her 
parents
Hobbies: Photogra-
phy, Painting, 
Jogging.

Imaginative

Shy

Ambitious

Creative

Sweet

Sociable

Soft-spoken

Charming

Trusting

Personality

Religious Non-Religious

Introvert Extrovert

Content Progressive

Emotional Logical

Obstacles / Agon

Fear that she won’t meet 
her parents’ standards of 
success and will 
dissapoint them.
She trusts anyone she 
meets, which can often 
lead to her downfalls and 
dissapointments.

Humanity can not move 
forward without 
inspiration and guidence 
from the
past.
Without constantly 
searching for the meaning 
of life, humans don’t live 
but rather, simply exist.

To own her own local 
market.
She hopes to one day 
present the photos she 
has collected of CiViChon 
from generations past in a 
popular exhibition.
Find a field of work that 
brings her joy.
Make a happy, thriving 
family of her own.

Passion for wanting to keep 
old customs and traditions 
alive in an ever-changing 
world.
Making her parents proud 
of an support her and the 
decisions she makes.
Building a unique resume to 
aid her in finding a suitable 
job.

Age: 23  |  University Student
Ye-ji was born in CiviChon as the daughter of a 
well-known, afluential farmer. She has lived her 
whole life in the village and feels most comfortable 
with camera in hand, surrounded by nature. As she 
has grown up with only a few close neighbourhood 
friends, she likes to connect online with people from 
outside her village who share her interests. She has 
no wish to leave CiViChon, however, and spends her 
days thinking up ways to improve her fillage today 
and for generations to come. Although being the 
eldestchild, she has had a considerably care-free 
life. A few years ago she began a Bachelor’s course 
in History at a cyber-university, but is thinking of 
changing her major to Arts and Craf, as she is much 
more interested in creative subjects. Lately, she has 
taken considerable more interest in her photogrphy 
hobby, and as a result, her grades are not as good 
as she would like them to be. Her father tells her she 
has all the time in the wolrd to figure out what she 
wants to do, while her mother pushes her to decide 
on a career path as soon as possible and get to 
preparing for the years ahead and search for any 
possible local job opportunities.

A typical weekday in the life of Ye-ji starts between 
8-9am. She wakes up, takes a shower and goes to 
get some food from the kitchen that her parents 
left on the counter before heading out to work. She 
takes the food back to her room. As she eats, she 
likes to watch youtube on her laptop. When she 
finishes eating, she logs into her school website and 
her average school day is from 10am-6pm. After 
finishing her classes and homework, she heads out 
to the local cafe to meet her friends and has a nice 
cup of iced coffee, then heads back home before it 
gets too late. Once she arrives home, she goes 
straight to her room and changes into her workout 
clothes, heading back outside for her daily job. She 
usually jogs for about 1 hour. When she gets back 
home at about 9pm, she eats any leftovers her 
parents have left from dinner, and has a shower. She 
tends to stay up quite late, sleeping at around 
2-3am on most nights as she hangs out with online 
friends or does homework.

Beliefs

Goals

Motivation

Ye-ji Kim
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Figure 51c 

“I won’t go 
anywhere. This is 
where I belong.”

Gender: Male
Family: Married, 2 
sons
Income:
50,000,000won/yr
Hobbies: Reading, 
watching morning TV, 
passing on what he 
knows. 

Charasmatic

Warm

Ambitious

Intelligent

Father-like

Caring

Soft-spoken

Personality

Religious Non-Religious

Introvert Extrovert

Content Progressive

Emotional Logical

Obstacles / Agon
Wishes there were more 
medical care services in 
CiViChon.
There is no doctor coming 
to CiViChon except him.

He believes he belongs in 
CiViChon.
He is devoted to Hippocra-
tic oath.

To improve the medical 
standards of CiViChon.
Raise doctor of CiViChon 
for next generation.
Live Happily ever after with 
his wife.

To support his two dearest 
sons.
To protect his wife.
To protect CiViChon’s 
patients and elders.

Age: 55  |  Doctor
Cheolmin was born and raised in the countryside, 
but due to his longing for Seoul, he studied hard and 
went on to medical school in the Seoul area. After 
working at a university hospital, he worked as a 
practitioner, his life in the big city was great, but he 
couldn’t sleep at the thought of his mother who died 
after being in the countryside. Eventually, he 
returned to his hometown. CiViChon, and opened a 
clinic for the villagers. All of his sons are attending 
graduate school in Seoul, and he stays with his wife 
in CiViChon. Because not many people life there, he 
knows all the names of the villagers. His wife is a 
nurse and is helping to run the clinic together. With a 
simple and gentle personality, they are trusted by 
the villagers. His wife is a nurse and is helping to run 
the clinic together. With a simple and gentle person-
ality, they are trusted by the villagers.

His first son, Gyeong-ha Kim, always taps first place 
in the class as a hard worker, and the second son, 
Gyeong-ho Kim, is an excellent student who always 
receives good grades because he is a natural genius 
of IQ 145 is currently attending Seoul National 
University.

Cheolmin likes to read books and especially likes to 
look at dictionaries in which something is collected. 
When he was young, he couldn’t stand injustice. But 
as he got older, he became mild. Without worrying 
about two sons, he tried to teach them how to live 
the world like a man. He loves the wife which he met 
in a reading club when they were young. She was his 
first love.

He starts the day by waking up at 5 in the morning 
and feeding the chickens. At 7’o’clock, he watches a 
morning drama, and at 8’o’clock he goes out to eat 
the meal his wife prepared. They open the clinic at 
9’o’clock and greet the patients. The number of 
patients in the village are only about 100 people, so 
they spend a leisurely time. When there are no 
patients, they go outside to feed the livestock and 
spend time there. At 6pm, the clinic closes and he 
goes home which is near the clinic. At 7pm, he eats 
with his wife and calls his son’s family in Seoul to ask 
their regards. Then he goes to bed between 9 and 
10pm.

Beliefs

Goals

Motivation

Yong-gyu Bak

Figure 51d

Gender: Male
Family: Married with 
1 child
Income:
33,520,000won/yr
Hobbies: Socializing, 
Religion, Playing 
cards at local bars.. 

Family Man

Warm

Ambitious

Extrovert

Caring

Benevolent

Personality

Religious Non-Religious

Introvert Extrovert

Content Progressive

Emotional Logical

Obstacles / Agon
Byeong Chul is heavily 
burdened by the fact that 
he is unable to spend more 
time with his son, and 
especially, help him with his 
homework.

Amelia believes in an eco 
friendly mindset, we have 
to appreciate and tend to 
the forest if we are to 
succeed as a species.

Create a safe and 
comfortable environment 
for his daughter’s
 upbringing.
While Byeong Chul enjoys 
farming, he would love to 
focus more on teaching so 
he can spend more time 
with his daughter during 
the evenings.

Byeong Chul’s primary 
drive is the well-being of 
his family, for him, family 
will always come first.

Age: 58  |  Farmer / Teacher
Kim Byeong Chul moved to CiViChon before his 
daughter was born, giving up the convenience of 
city life in favor of securing a safe and comfortable 
upbringing for his daughter.Arriving in CiViChon 
Byeong Chul was unable to make a living through 
teaching alone, as CiViChon was still a new initiative 
under development, and as such jobs were hard to 
come by, especially within academia. To make ends 
meet and provide for his family, Byeong Chul picked 
up farming by restoring the small fields that came 
with the house he and his wife had bought. It was a 
series of trial and error for Byeong Chul, he had no 
experience farming, nor did he have green fingers, 
but he was a quick learner, and through the 
assistance of his neighbor Byeong Chul managed to 
get the fields ready for the coming summer season.

Byeong Chul and his wife both wake up at 6AM to 
prepare their daughter for school, Byeong Chul 
believes his daughter should attend the religious 
morning lecturers offered at the community center, 
but his wife refused, stating that their daughter 
needed to be well rested as she had a long day 
ahead of her, and while Byeong Chul recognized the 
viewpoint of his wife, he could not help but feel a bit 
crossed, this was how his childhood had been, and 
he had turned out okay, so why couldn't his daugh-
ter? At 7AM Byeong Chul wakes up his daughter and 
spends some quality time with her, talking about her 
previous day, inquiring how she is doing at school 
and just enjoying the limited time they do have 
together, as he knows that once he goes to work, he 
wont get a chance till very late in the evening at 
which point he is beyond tired. Byeong Chul teaches 
a small group of elementary school students from 
8AM till 1PM, and albeit the class is small, he is thrilled 
that size of the class has only increased since he 
arrived in CiViChon, he is truly thankful to see the 
younger generation thriving and increasing on the 
daily. Following his time at the school, Byeong Chul 
usually heads straight home, but occasionally he 
sees the opportunity to head into the city plaza, he 
knows almost everyone in the village at this point, 
and very much enjoys striking up a conversation 
about just about anything. When Byeong Chul does 
arrive at home, he does not have much time for rest, 
he has to tend to the fields, and spends the next 
many many hours late into the evening tending to 
the families crops, knowing they dictate the state of 
their financial capabilities. 

Beliefs

Goals

Motivation

Selfless

“Why don’t I put
myself first? 
Simple: I have a 
family, they will 
always come first. 
I would give my
last breath if it
meant them 
getting one more.”

Byeong-chul Kim
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Figure 51e

Gender: Male
Family: Parents, 1 
older syster
Income:
5.000won/wk
Hobbies: Playing with 
dogs, robots, 
swimming in the lake, 
drawing.

Quiet

Playful

Active

Lovely

Joyful

Brave

Personality

Religious Non-Religious

Introvert Extrovert

Content Progressive

Emotional Logical

Obstacles / Agon
Misses Gwangju, his 
hometown.
There are not many kids in 
the village, which means 
he has no one to hangout 
with.
He wants to be with Yewon, 
his school friend, but she 
does not like him because 
he teases her too much.

He believes that his 
parents love him although 
he feels like they are not 
always there for him.
He believes Yewon will like 
him one day.

To be a farmer like his 
father.
To be with Yewon.
Getting good grades at 
school.

Wants to buy more robot 
toys, so he goes out to help 
out his father on the field.
He teases Yewon a lot 
because he likes her.

Age: 8  |  Elementary School Student
Sunmin was born and raised in Gwangju. He used to 
attending daycare, kindergarten, and elementary 
school there, but when his busy parents in the fruit 
business could no longer take care of him, they left 
Sunmin to her grandmother's house. Then he 
started attending a small elementary school in 
Civichon. It made Sunmin very sad that he could no 
longer play with his friends. 

However, CiviChon also had its own charm of 
Civichon; he quickly adapted and played there well. 
He's just an ordinary boy who doesn't do the best in 
the class, but he doesn't do it bad either. He likes a 
girl named Yewon, who is one-year older than him. 
She sits next to Sunmin. But Yewon doesn't notice 
that he likes her, so he tease Yewon a lot in the class. 
As he lives in the countryside where there aren't 
many children his age, he got a lot less talk. His 
hobby is playing with dogs in the mountains behind 
the house. As a part-time job, he earns money to buy 
snacks helping his grandmother working in the field. 
Watching TV with my grandmother, hanging out 
with dogs, and playing marbles with stones is all of 
his daily routine. He likes robots and watermelon is 
his favorite fruit.

He wakes up at 8 in the morning and watch a 
children's animation on TV. An hour later, he eats the 
breakfast prepared by his grandmother and head to 
school. As soon as he arrives at the school, he put 
the bag down and listens to the teacher and start to 
study. He looks at Yewon right beside of him a few 
times, but then he realizes it’s study time and try to 
focus again to the lecture soon. After the 4th period 
of the class, he returns home, throws his backpack 
and goes out to the stream and throws stones. He 
spends time running and playing with his dog. At 6 
pm, he returns home and watches TV while eating 
dinner prepared by his grandmother. After that, he 
starts his homework at 8 pm and finish at 9 am. He 
goes to the bed after.

Beliefs

Goals

Motivation

Smart

“I miss my city,
but I am still happy 
in this village.”

Sunmin Lim

Figure 51f

Gender: Male
Family: Dating Ye-ji, 
has parents and 1 
sister.
Income:
19,677,700won/yr
Hobbies: Playing 
soccer, drinking, 
running.

Ambitious

Cheerful

Active

Honest

Confident

Funny

Personality

Religious Non-Religious

Introvert Extrovert

Content Progressive

Emotional Logical

Obstacles / Agon
Fear that he lives in the 
village.
Low salary.
Separation from family.

Justice can change the 
world.
Honest is the best.
Believes people is 
important and makes 
concrete relationships.

Living without competition.
Enjoying slow life.
To make the village into a 
better place to live.
To protect people from 
danger.

Seeing my parents proud 
of him.
Finally getting a stable job 
that pays more.
The satisfaction that 
comes from protecting 
people.

Age: 29  |  Police Officer
Ki-Ho was born in the city. His grandparents lived in 
CiViChon. When he was young, he visited the village 
on holidays and met his grandparents and relatives. 
But when he became a senior in highshcool, he no 
longer went on the pretext of taking the CSAT. After 
three years of trying to go to college, he couldn’t get 
into the university he wanted, and went to college 
according to his grades. His school life was rather 
difficult, and he joined the army at the age of 23. 
After he was discharged from the army, he went 
back to school, but eventually took a leave of 
absence, worked part-time and thought about his 
career. Eventually, he decides to prepare for the civil 
service exam to become a police officer, his 
childhood dream. He returned to university and 
studied for the civil service examination as well as 
preparing for graduation. After three years of study, 
he passed the police exam and was assigned to his 
grandparents’ hometown of CiViChon.

Here, he is the new police officer who is in charge of 
minor administrative and civil complaints. Since it is 
a small police station, there are no major accidents, 
but sometimes they help residents with farming 
when they have time. He also acts as a mediator 
between new people and existing residents. In this 
village, he feels he is healing away from the harsh 
competition in the city.

Ki-ho’s morning begins at 7am. Living close to the 
police station, he rides a motorcycle to work. From 
8am he patrolls the village with his senior. All night, 
carefully examines wherther there are any incidents 
and if there is anything to help with. As he keeps a 
lookout, he greets and sends greeting to the 
villagers. Everyone likes and believes Ki-ho because 
it is a small and quiet neighborhood. After his patrol, 
he returns to the police station to work. Often, 
villagers come to ask for a small favor. He helps with 
all his heart. At 12pm, he goes out to the city to eat 
with his colleagues. Today’s menu is jajangmyeon. 
After eating, Ki-ho and his colleagues go on patrol 
again together. This time, they help the villagers with 
their rice paddies. Ki-ho comes back to the police 
station and gets off work at 6pm. After work, he 
goes to a small bar downtown, drinks with his 
friends, and gets back home by 8pm, washes up, 
and facetimes with Ye-ji, his girlfriend, as well as his 
family who are living in the city. After that, he watch-
es Netflix, goes on social media or reads books. 
After that, he falls asleep around 12-1am.

Beliefs

Goals

Motivation

Courageous

“Let’s give, share, 
and live.”

Ki-ho Sim
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Figure 51g

“The Bible 
promises no loaves 
to the loafer.”

Gender: Male
Family: Married
Income:
32,550,000won/yr
Hobbies: Reading, 
Drawing, Chatting 
with friends, Working 
out.

Sharing

Humoristic

Friendly

Cooperative

Brave

Adventurous

Thoughtful

Punctual

Chatty

Personality

Religious Non-Religious

Introvert Extrovert

Content Progressive

Emotional Logical

Obstacles / Agon
Still a lack of knowledge in 
some areas of farming.
The difficulty of farming 
vulnerable to natural 
disasters.
Lack of amenities as 
opoposed to city life.

Humanity, which he 
thought disappeared, was 
not gone, but forgotten.
Effort is always rewarded.
A life of mutual help.
Believer in Christ.

It does not end up with 
farming and harvesting 
crops, but rather making 
agricultural products and 
selling them to other 
regions, bringing benefits 
to the entire village.
A life shared with the 
villagers on a good harvest.
The settlement of more 
people in the village.

To support the baby that 
will be born soon.
Creating a community 
where children can live in 
cooperation with others.
Pleasing God every 
Sunday.

Age: 30  |  Farmer
While studying in the U.S., Gabriel met his current 
Korean wife, Kim Min-ji, and ended up settling in 
Korea. While working in the IT industry, he decided to 
return to the village at the recommendation of his 
wife, doing his reasearching and looking at various 
rural areas, he learned about CiViChon. It was not 
because he hated living in the city, but rather 
because he wanted to let their soon-to-be-born 
baby experience a cooperative rather than compet-
itive society. At the time, he aplied to the farming 
school catered to beginners who returned to the 
village, as a necessity for the people who did not 
have prior knowledge of the village or farming in 
general. Gabriel liked being physically present 
allowing him to interact, socialize and consult with 
the people of CiViChon throughout his agricultural 
studies. After completing his agricultural studies in 
2018, Gabriel and Minji decided to make CiViChon 
their home. As a gift for completing his agricultural 
studies and deciding to stay in the village, Gabriel 
recieved a small financial benefaction from the 
school meant to ease the financial burden of 
getting their own fields going for the season. When 
Gabriel first started farming on his and Minji’s own 
fields, there were numerous unexpected situations 
that he was not prepared for, or rather, had not yet 
experienced throughout his studies, thankfully he 
was able to receive counselling at the farming 
school. He soon came to realize that his neighbor’s 
work was just as important as his own work in 
village. Gabriel came to learn that rural areas have a 
stronger community tendency, allowing collabora-
tive problem solving as opposed to the cities. 
Because of this, Gabriel’s neighbors were more than 
willing to help when problems arose. They would 
help him with his work and even give him delicious 
fruits and vegetables. One time they even offered 
him a puppy when it was born, but Gabriel and his 
wife refused because they simply could not affort to 
raise it yet.

Minji and Gabriel’s mornings are quite busy and they 
wake up at 4am, with just a short rest in the late 
morning horus before going back out into the fields 
in the afternoon. On a leisurely evening, they enjoy 
going to a local cafe or meet people at the Madang. 
The Madang in CiViChon is a public place where 
local people can gather to talk, eat, or sleep. Mr. and 
Mrs. Gabriel love to spend their evenings there will 
looking out to the stream.

Beliefs

Goals

Motivation

Gabriel Moretti

Figure 51h

“Much learning 
does not teach 
understanding.”

Gender: Female
Family: Parents
Income:
25,328,000won/yr
Hobbies: Listening to 
music, Raising 
animals, Stone 
skipping.

Curious

Humoristic

Sociable

Cooperative

Natural

Adventurous

Energetic

Punctual

Personality

Religious Non-Religious

Introvert Extrovert

Content Progressive

Emotional Logical

Obstacles / Agon
Poor transportation to 
KAIST.
The high cost of installing 
Eco-friendly systems.
The stench of a goat’s 
cage.

Physical and mental work 
create the best synergy 
when together.
A life of mutual help.
Believer in Christ.

Developing eco-friendly 
farming methods that 
reduce the amount of 
carbon dioxide generated 
during farming.
Make CiViChon a strong 
community generous to 
other people’s 
participation.
The settlement of more 
people in the village.

To live with her boyfriend 
from Daejeon someday in 
CiViChon.
The developed eco-
friendly system also helps 
protect the environment.
The joy of communication 
with local people while 
working as a librarian.
Pleasing God every 
Sunday.

Age: 25  |  Librarian
Kim Hyun-ji was born in Seoul and moved to 
CiViChon with her parents when she was six years 
old. Hyun-ji’s parents wanted her to grow up with 
nature, and she naturally became interested in that 
environment. So she went on to major in Bioscience 
at KAIST after graduating from high school. These 
days, she is interested in developing an eco-friendly 
production system that produces eco-friendly.

She comes to CiViChon every vacation and contin-
ues her research by doing both library work and 
farming. She applies the eco-friendly production 
system she is working on to some greenhouses and 
watches the results. Rather than just sitting down 
and researching, it is very helpful to apply the 
system to local people and watch the progress. 
What needs to be supplemented then or the experi-
ences of farmers who have used the system 
developed by Hyun-ji is good information that 
students who sit in the lab and study can never get.

CiVizens don’t only do one thing in Village. Students 
do not only study but also farm or raise animals. 
School teachers do not only teach children, but also 
grow crops in greenhouses. As such, the CiVizens all 
do half of the day intellectual work and physical 
work for the rest of the day.

The same goes for Hyun-ji. Regardless of what time 
she goes to sleep, she always leaves home at 8am. 
She goes straight to the library and opens up. The 
first thing she does is feed the goats next to the 
library. Then when she holds the books that the local 
children returned yesterday, people come in one by 
one and settle down. She notices that one high 
school student always comes at 9’o’clock and sits 
by the window in the left-hand-side of the library. 
After such a peaceful morning, she goes to the 
greenhosue where her friend works in the afternoon 
to help ehr work. After working nonstop for 3 hours, 
she comes back to the library and starts studying 
with a cup of coffee. It’s time to close the library at 
7pm. She goes back home and has dinner with her 
family with vegetables from the field and rice from 
Mr. Park next door.

Beliefs

Goals

Motivation

Hyun-ji Kim
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Figure 51i

“Much learning 
does not teach 
understanding.”

Gender: Male
Family: Married, 4 
children.
Income:
15,000,000won/yr
Hobbies: Singing, 
Playing saxophone, 
Hiking, Reading, 
Drinking.

Active

Conservative

Diligent

Stubborn

Natural

Hard-worker

Energetic

Punctual

Personality

Religious Non-Religious

Introvert Extrovert

Content Progressive

Emotional Logical

Obstacles / Agon
He has a rather narrow 
view because he has lived 
in the village his whole life.
Finds it hard to trust new 
faces.
The fear that the village will 
change beyond repair.

Farming is his life.
You reap what you sow.
Believer in the Buddha.

Not to be a burden on his 
children.
To live the rest of his life in 
good health.
To make sure his children 
have a happy life.

Watching his children and 
grandchildren live happily 
ever after.
Trying to keep his field.
Want to maintain good 
contition of the village as 
village’s head.

Age: 72  |  Farmer
He was born and raised in CiViChon by his 
grandparents. As the youngest of six siblings, he 
decided to stay in the village to take care of his 
parents. and he never left the village. While working 
with his parents in farming, he married Han 
Myeong-sook, the only 30yr/old young woman who 
did not go to Seoul. After marriage, he had four 
children, and although he lived as a farmer all his life, 
his children wanted to live in the city without 
becoming farmers. He invested a lot of money and 
time in his first son and finally became a doctor 
after he went to Seoul for college. The second 
daughter did not study as well as her brother but 
she also went to the city and became a high-rank-
ing manager in a mid-sized company. His third son 
went to college, but now he is studying in Seoul to 
prepare for the civil service exam. His youngest 
daughter is newly married. All his children live in the 
city. After his children grew up and left home, 
Yong-gyu focuses on taking care of the village and 
the residents as the village’s head. His wife helped 
him run the village together. However, as he realizes 
that there are more new people in the village these 
days, he is overwhelmed with anxiety. He knew all 
the villagers as the head of the village. They relied on 
Yong-hyu, and he also helped them. These days, as 
new people come in one by one, he felt like they 
were trying to change the village. That is not to say 
that new people are unwelcome. He also wished the 
town would prosper more. However he also wants 
to help new people.
At 4:30am in the morning, Yong-gyu’s day begins 
with the rooster’s cry. He simply roll the rice with 
water, put the young radish kimchi and green 
pepper on the soybean paste, and go out to feed 
the chickens. After giving them feed, he rides his 
bike to the rice paddy and runs the spring cooler to 
water the blanket. He is worried about the rain in the 
afternoon, so he goes to the mulberry field. It’s 
already past 10am. He goes to the field and 
harvests the mulberries before it rains. He then goes 
back home to put them in the freezer. At lunch, he 
cooks bibim-guksu with his wife. After lunch, he 
stops by the village center to talk to the villagers 
about the harvesting status. Around 3pm, he starts 
delivering the vegetables he harvested to the 
customers who ordered them. He then goes home 
and invites several of his fellow farmers over. About 
5-6 of them sit around drinking makgeolli while his 
wife cooks pajeon for them to eat while they drink. 
After a few hours of fun with his friends, he waves 
his goodbyes and heads off to bed.

Beliefs

Goals

Motivation

Yong-gyu Bak

Figure 51j

Gender: Female
Family: Single
Income:
48,520,000won/yr
Hobbies: Reading, 
Tutoring, Socializing 
and partaking in 
events around the 
village.

Adventurous

Extrovert

Diligent

Kind

Energetic

Hopeful

Energetic

Warm

Personality

Religious Non-Religious

Introvert Extrovert

Content Progressive

Emotional Logical

Obstacles / Agon
Amelia misses her friends 
back in the city, and 
although she is afraid to 
admit it, she still longs for 
some of the convenience 
of the city.
Amelia’s age group makes 
up a small percentage of 
the population in CiViChon, 
and sometimes, if even for 
just a second, questions
her choice to go here over 
returning to her home 
country.

Amelia believes in an eco 
friendly mindset, we have 
to appreciate and tend to 
the forest if we are to 
succeed as a species.

Continuing developing the 
cultural scene in the city, to 
broaden cultural apprecia-
tion for the world around 
them.
Succeed with her work, 
and help foster growth 
through an eco friendly 
approach towards nature.

Amelia believes she can 
make a noticeable 
difference in CiViChon, 
both through her work 
and her participation in 
the community.

Age: 25  |  University Student
Amelia grew up in New Zealand, in a smaller rural 
village near the coast, tending to the animals at her 
parents farm when she was not actively pursuing 
her studies as an arboriculturist within agricultural 
science. As part of her last semester she was 
offered the opportunity to travel abroad, an 
opportunity she whole heartedly accepted, and not 
long thereafter, she was on her way to Seoul to 
finalize her studies at Seoul National University. 
However, as the months passes in the bustling cities, 
while she very much enjoyed her time at the 
university, working in the labs, she longed for the 
countryside, she longed for nature, for feeling closer 
to earth, and ultimately her trade.

When she eventually found herself at the end of the 
semester, she was offered a job at ta small agricul-
tural college in CiViChon, tending to, and ultimately 
revitalizing parts of the nearby forest that had 
suffered for reasons unknown to the college. On 
one hand she missed the countryside, but at the 
same time, she was skeptical about elaving behind 
the convenience of the city, her friends and every 
luxury she had been used to, but how could she give 
up an opportunity like this?

Amelia wakes up early, not because she has any 
urgent matters to tend to, but rather, because she 
enjoys experiencing the occasional sunrise as she 
gets ready to go to work at 8am. Most of her days 
are spent in the forest gathering samples for her to 
later bring back to her small laboratory for disection, 
as such, most her days are spent alone, wandering 
in the forest, something Amelia welcomes as a 
change to the crowded streets of Seoul. When she 
gets off at 3pm, she is usually in no rush to leave, and 
very much enjoys wondering the green houses of 
the college, chatting to the students working there, 
she is especially invested in a younger girl she met 
when she arrived, she was struggling with her 
classes but was a brilliant farmer outside the 
classroom, so Amelia would help her with her 
homework in the evening before her parents got 
back from the fields. 
When Saturday came around and Amelia did not 
have any obligations at the school, she was thrilled 
to see that events and activities were still happen-
ing in the village, everything from farmers markets, 
to cultural exhibitions (albeit limited), painted the 
village and almost gave the illusion of its buzzling 
counterpart up north.

Beliefs

Goals

Motivation

“The only chance 
that we have of
achieving our 
dreams is to take 
a risk.”

Amelia Brown
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Figure 51k

Gender: Female
Family:
Husband(died), 2 
sons and 1 daughter, 
a cat.
Income:
20,000,000won/yr
Hobbies: Talking with 
friends, taking care 
of children.

Friendly

Lovely

Hard-worker

Kind

Energetic

Hopeful

Caring

Warm

Personality

Religious Non-Religious

Introvert Extrovert

Content Progressive

Emotional Logical

Obstacles / Agon
She often gets sick and 
has a hard time moving 
around.
She moves very slow 
because of aging.
She misses her children, 
but does not want to go 
to the city.

She believes that the soul 
of her husband remains in 
CiViChon, so she vows to 
never leave.

To live a healthy life.
To Take good care of 
Sun-min Kim.

She loves her cat, Gamja; 
he motivates her to stay 
healthy and live for at least 
a few more years.

Age: 78  |  Farmer
im Ok-ja was born in CiviChon and spent her entire 
life farming without ever going anywhere else. Now, 
she is taking a break from the work because of her 
old age. All of her children went out to Seoul to work 
and make money and send it back to her. Twenty 
years have passed since her husband died. She 
thought it was not good for her to live alone, so she 
went to the marketplace to buy a brown Korean cat 
and named it potato, and three years have passed 
since she lived with him. 

Seeing the grandson of a friend next door, Sun-min, 
is enjoying moment for her these days. When she 
was young, she didn't go to college; she only 
graduated from high school, and got married right 
away, and worked as a farmer for 60 years. Because 
of her long farming work, her hands were earth-col-
ored, and her nails were covered with dirt always so 
that it was difficult to wash off. She raised three 
children while working hard on farming, and her 
children have grown up well and are living in the city. 
The children tried to take her to the city, but, as the 
one who had never left Civichon for her entire life, 
she did not leave and stayed there.

Kim Ok-ja's daily routine starts at 5 am. As she gets 
older, she loses a lot of sleep. She leaves the house 
and wakes up while taking a walk in the village. After 
that, she returns home and go into the kitchen to 
cook and eat rice. There is a new rice cooker that 
her children bought for her, but she doesn’t dare to 
use it. Instead, she cooks rice using a stove and a 
pot. She turns on the TV, clean the dishes after 
eating, and watch TV until lunch. After that, she 
goes out to the field and start harvesting peppers. 
After harvesting the peppers, she visits another field 
to see if there is anything else to do. While pacing 
around the field, she goes to another retired old 
woman's house and starts a conversation while 
checking on her regards. At 6 pm, she returns home, 
takes out the rice cooked in the morning, eats, and 
watches TV. She falls asleep between 9 and 10 at 
night.

Beliefs

Goals

Motivation

“I spent my entire
life in CiViChon. I 
love my hometown
more than 
anywhere else.”

Okja Kim

Figure 52a- . Summary of the fictive future residents the could inhabit CiViChon.  
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Figure 52b Figure 52c 
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Figure 53.  Relationships between fictive residents of CiViChon.   
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Hyun-ji
25 y/o

Amelia
25 y/o

Sunmin
8 y/o

Seo-hyun
32 y/o

Okja
78 y/o

Cheolmin
55 y/o

Yong-gyu
72 y/o

Tutor

Apprentice

Shared
Research

Disagrees on
modern/nature

medicine

Mother Figure

Guesthouse
Regular

Cultural
Committee

CiViChon Elders
(Friends of 65+ years)

Scared of Change
(Younger Generation)

Language
Exchange

Friends

Father

Disagrees on how
to teach Gabriel

Figure 53.  Relationships between fictive residents of CiViChon.   

Byeong-chul
58 y/o

Gabriel
30 y/o

Ye-ji
23 y/o

Ki-ho
29 y/o

Field Chores
(Pocket Money)

Taught how to
do agriculture

Taught how to
do agriculture

Assists in
the fields

Dislikes Ki-ho 
for nothaving
an education 

and dating Ye-ji
Father

Started the Local
Running Club

Tele-Medicine to
support income

Started External
Export for the Locals

LEGEND
Relations

Goods & Services

Initiatives

Disagreements
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TANGIBLE REALITIES 
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Figure 54.   Early concept of CiViChon emphasizing rural values and architecture. Figure 55.   Early concepts of CiViChon emphasizing rural values and architecture.
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Figure 56. 
Figure 57.  CiViChon topology that adheres to the land and boudaries are set by the river and mountains set the boundaries. Figure 58a-c..  Concept of local spaces that afford different uses for residents  This concept becomes the central public space 

(madang) of CiViChon in the final plan.  
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Figure 59.  Concept of a small commercial center with adjoining residential/ industrial areas. 

Figure 60.  Concept of a small commerical center with four adjoining residential & industrial areas. 

Zoning residential and industrial zones for CiViChon and incorporating urban 
values, program, building typologies and city-like center while respecting 
rural functions, 

Figure 61.  Concept of a large commercial center and large residential & industiral areas. reduced.

Figure 62.  Concept of a main road traversing the CiViChon center.
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Figure 63.  Zoning of CiVichon, masterplan 1.0

Figure 64.  Site plan of CiViChon with the city center, masterplan 2.0.

Figure 65.   Site plan of roads and building layout, masterplan 2.0.

Masterplan 1.0
Urban and rural needs are taken into account by the public, cultural and commercial center 
of CiViChon and the natural and agricultural environment that surrounds it. 

Masterplan 2.0 
To accommodate the urban values of CiViChon the vlilage center has to be large enough 
to accommodate diverse programs and uses.
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Figure 67.  Spatial concept for the central public space (madang) of CiViChon. 

Figure 66.  Concept of the central public space (madang) of CiViVho, Masterplan 3.0

Figure 68.  Central public space (madang) added to CiViChon, Masterplan 3.0

Masterplan 3.0.
The central public space (madang) focussed on creating a 
shared space that would express values of urban and rural 
communities to further strengthen the social bond of the CiVi-
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Figure 69.  Spatial concept for the central public space (madang) of CiViChon. 

Madang
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Madang and Masterplan 4.0
The central public space (madang) is where the physical, mental and so-
cial values of CiViChon come together.  It functions as the meeting space 
for societal relationships, cultural production and dissemination, material 
exchange, and governance.  The space  hosts  diverse activities, ranging 
from cultural exhibitions and festivals to agricultural markets and fairs.  As 
a symbol, the madang is the intangible space from which new  constel-
lations of  life, community and culture emerge in a spirit of harmony and 
acceptance of urban and rural values.

Figures 70 & 71.  Exploring building form of the central public space (madang) of CiViChon. Figure 72.  CiViChon central public space (madang), Masterplan 4.0.

1. Madang
2. Cafe
3. Restaurant
4. Gallery
5. Farm Open Dining
6. Restaurant
7. Broadcasting Studio
8. Cultural Center
9. Local Market
10. Village Office

21. Kindergarten
22. School
23. Farm School
24. Bus Stop
25. Church
26. Town Hall
27. Supermarket
28. Jung-ja
29. House D
30. House C

11. Library
12. Medical Clinic
13. Police Office
14. Post Office
15. Villa A
16. Villa B
17. Factory A
18. Factory B
19. Stable A
20. Stable B

31. House A
32. House E
33. House G
34. House B
35. Green House
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Figure 73.  Design of central public space (madang) of CiViChon.  The buildings act as a bridge that connects the greenbelt 
along the river to join the east and west parts of the village.  

Figure 74  Design of central public space (madang) of CiViChon enclosed by separate buildings with gable roofs

Figure 76.  Central public space (madang) of CiViChon enclosed by a combination of urban flat roof typologies and tradi-
tional rural typology of Han-ok structures with a backdrop against the mountian of medium-height residential buildings.

Figure 75.  Central public space (madang) of CiViChon enclosed by greenhouse-like buildings. 

Madang 2
Studies leading to the design of the madang with architecture 
that references both city and rural building typologies as 
symbols of the concept of City in a Village.
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Figure 77.  Sketch of building typologies for the central public square (madang) of CiViChon. 
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Figure 78.  Site plan of CiViChon. 
https://civichon.com/masterplan/
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Figure 79.  Building typologies of the madang, the community and cultural center of CiViChon.  
https://civichon.com/masterplan/

Figure 80.  Building typologies of the madang, the community and cultural center of CiViChon. 
https://civichon.com/masterplan/
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Figure 81.  Building typologies for new programatic functions of CiViChon.  https://civichon.com/masterplan/ Figure 82.  Building typologies for new programatic functions of CiViChon. https://civichon.com/masterplan/
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Figure 83.  Building typologies for medical, industrial and agriculture of CiViChon. https://civichon.com/masterplan/ Figure 84.  Agriculture and public transportation typologies of CiViChon. https://civichon.com/masterplan/
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Figure 85.  Urban housing typologies of CiViChon. https://civichon.com/masterplan/ Figure 86.  Traditional building typologies of CiViChon. https://civichon.com/masterplan/
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Figure 87.  Educational building typologies of CiViChon. https://civichon.com/masterplan/ Figure 88.  Building typologies of CiViChon. https://civichon.com/masterplan/
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CIVICHON EXHIBITION 
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Figure 89. Info-panel showing a multi-level history of the idea of community and the changing concepts of the rural in South 
Korea from the past and in a possible future.  Print on canvas, 250 cm x 150 cm. (Albert Park; Annie Pedret and Spatial 
Strategies Lab; Graphic Design: Sunhee Yang).
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Figure 90 & 91.  Info-panel, video, and pop-up model.
Figure 92.  Pop-up model of CiViChon.
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Figure 94. Jaekyung Jung, "What the Urban People Say?" video, 10:21. https://civichon.com/video/

Figure 95. An installation view of the banner, videos and pop-up model of CiViChon: City in a Village, Vienna Biennale 2021: 
Climate Care, MAK (Museum of Applied Arts (MAK), Vienna.  

Figure 93. Jaekyung Jung, "What the Rural People Say?" video, 5:36.  https://civichon.com/video/
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Figure 96. An installation view of CiViChon: City in a Village, Vienna Biennale 2021: Climate Care, MAK (Museum of 
Applied Arts (MAK), Vienna.  
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Figure 97.  Site of proposal by Choi Jae Eun's proposal that each resident plant five different trees. 

Figure 98.  Urban housing typology as a option for living in CiViChon. 

Figure 99.  Aerial view of pop-up model of CiViChon. 

Figure 100.  Typical field with greenhouses of CiViChon.
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Figure 101.  Houses and fields in CiViChon.

Pop-up model: Giacomo Alef Faiella. Video: Giorgio Molfino.
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Albert L. Park, Park Kyong, Annie Pedret. CiViChon 1.0: : City in a Village 
Exhibition Catalogue,  Vienna Biennale for Change 2021, Climate Care:  
Reimagining Shared Planetary Futures, Museum of Applied Arts, Vienna, 2021.
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